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access to a stream of real time, digitized data relating to
how people, companies and other organizations interact;
yet to turn these data into knowledge, the whole process of
data analysis – otherwise known as Big Data analytics, or
consumer analytics5 – needs to be carefully planned and
organised.6
Many organisations have not fully grasped the potential
benefits to be gained from Big Data analytics, and a better
understanding of the strategic implications of Big Data is
urgently needed.7 It has been argued that taking advantage
of Big Data is an evolutionary process, as organisations
get to grips with the potential of Big Data8 and new
organisational routines become established. Researchers
argue that Big Data analytics can provide business value
at several stages of the value chain, as well as supporting
organisational agility though knowledge management.
This has important consequences for improving
organisational processes and creating competitive
advantage.9 To discover, create and realise the full value
of Big Data, organisations need to formulate and
implement a data-driven strategy,10 as well as investing in
IT innovation and developing skills in data analytics.
As the growth of Big Data accelerates, a better
understanding is needed of the opportunities that the new

Synopsis
In this piece we discuss how Big Data can shape, promote
and hinder the legitimacy of organisations. Big Data
presents both a challenge and an opportunity for
organisations to influence stakeholders’ judgements
about the desirability, propriety or appropriateness of the
actions of the organisation. However, in order to shape
such judgements, organisations have first to understand
the different dimensions of legitimacy, which include
regulatory, pragmatic, moral and cultural- cognitive
aspects.

The promise and perils of Big Data
The prominent role of data in information-driven
organisations is sometimes summarised in the statement
that ‘data is the new oil’.1 The analogy suggests that data
is the fuel and lubricant of organisations. Data availability
has increased exponentially since the turn of the 21st
century, paving the way for a new business environment.2
Big Data has been described as a ‘management
revolution’,3 and ‘the next frontier for innovation,
competition and productivity’.4 Big Data presents both a
challenge and an opportunity: organisations now have
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phenomenon offers – and of the challenges it poses.11
Some of the pitfalls of Big Data for the economy and
society are not yet fully understood. For example, MayerSchonberger and Ramge12 describe how Big Data can
disrupt existing industries, from life insurance to
automobile manufacturing – and the potential
consequences in terms of job losses, increased inequality
and reduced social cohesion.13 Privacy may also be under
threat, for example if data from fitness trackers (capturing
patterns of exercise, sleep, diet and so on) are shared with
corporations in industries such as health insurance. Even
the democratic process may be disrupted by Big Data, as
is evidenced by the on-going debate on the role of social
media in the US Presidential Election and the UK Brexit
Referendum in 2016.14
The place and role of Big Data companies is currently
being debated across societies. The results of this debate can
have important consequences, as shown by recent
consumer boycotts – such as the #DeleteFacebook
campaign which followed the Cambridge Analytica
scandal15 – and demands for further regulation – of which
the introduction of GDPR in Europe in May 2018 is an
example.16 However, most organisations in the Big Data
space have arguably not yet fully recognised that their
business models, and indeed their very existence in the
current form, are currently the subject of social
judgements. There is an urgent need for frameworks
which allow companies to understand how their activities
are being seen from the outside, as well how to manage
those judgements. The concept of legitimacy offers one
such framework.

Legitimacy
Legitimacy consists of a judgement about the desirability,
propriety or appropriateness of the actions of an entity –
such as a corporation – in a society.17 To be legitimate
reflects a good alignment between a business and the
existing culture, its norms, rules and values
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and definitions.18 Stakeholders – the state, media and
individuals, for example – can confer legitimacy by
considering businesses and judging how appropriate they
are. These judgements are not exclusively fact- based, but
can also be the result of relatively superficial perceptions
about the fit of a business to existing moral norms, beliefs
and values.19
The legitimacy of a business is not constant. It can be
gained and lost through actions which are judged as
appropriate or inappropriate against existing social norms.
In general, most stakeholders will only engage with
businesses seen as legitimate.20 Stakeholders can judge
that a business is outright illegitimate and oppose its
existence – the extreme case – but can also refuse to
engage the institution, and continuously debate its
legitimacy. Companies perceived as illegitimate can
suddenly lose market access, can be sanctioned by states,
and can be boycotted by individual consumers. Even in
lesser cases of illegitimacy, an organisation can be
perceived as too problematic to engage with, and this can
have negative impacts in terms of reputation and bottom
line.
Reasons to manage and maintain legitimacy include not
only the survival of the business, but also its financial
performance, support from stakeholders, and
maintenance of strategic choice in terms of what activities
to pursue.21 Illegitimate institutions usually find their
freedom is restricted, and that their actions and strategies
are closely monitored. Legitimacy is necessary for an
organisation to access resources, markets, and survive
over the long term. As a result, legitimacy has become a
construct to be managed.
To manage legitimacy requires an understanding of the
dimensions of legitimacy. Deephouse et al.22 suggest four
distinct dimensions – regulatory, pragmatic, moral and
cultural-cognitive, as described in the next section.
Judgements on these four dimensions of legitimacy are
pervasive, and apply to any company under the public eye.
Some companies in the Big Data space have, through the
nature of their business models and because of
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their actions, seen their legitimacy questioned. Below we
describe the four dimensions of legitimacy in more detail.

Cultural-cognitive legitimacy: Are Big Data
approaches compatible with society’s shared
meaning systems?

Big Data challenges to legitimacy

The final level of legitimacy involves demonstrating a fit
with socially-shared meaning systems, and it is referred
to as cultural-cognitive legitimacy. These meaning systems
are pervasive, consisting of taken-for-granted and shared
understandings. For example, companies’ business
models can put them at odds with societies. This is
especially the case where Big Data approaches are used
to disrupt how markets work. This is clearly visible in the
so-called ‘gig economy’, where service users and service
providers are brought together by apps hosted by
companies, which use Big Data to optimise the service.
Big Data companies can face serious consequences
when suffering negative social judgements and losing
legitimacy. We close by suggesting how companies can
respond to institutional demands or pressures and how they
can try to regain some of their legitimacy.

Regulatory legitimacy: Are companies using Big
Data following the law?
The first dimension is regulatory legitimacy, associated
with a perception of whether the organisation follows
existing rules and laws. This establishes a ‘baseline’
legitimacy, but as a result is of relatively limited reach.
Companies can easily fall foul of the law. This is
especially the case when they operate across different
contexts and regulatory environments, as Big Data
businesses often do. When this happens, companies can
see challenges to their regulatory legitimacy.

Pragmatic legitimacy: Do Big Data approaches
deliver on their promise?
The second dimension is pragmatic legitimacy. This
requires a business to demonstrate whether it can deliver
on its claims. Under this dimension, an important aspect
which can impact companies’ legitimacy is the
performance of their products. This is especially important
in the field of Big Data, where most applications are still
in their infancy, and companies are still learning the limits
of their approaches.

Moral legitimacy:Are Big Data providers and
users following ethical values and purposes?
The third dimension of legitimacy, moral legitimacy, is
about social values. To achieve this level of legitimacy, a
business must demonstrate that it follows collectivelyvalued purposes, values and goals. The extent to which
this dimension of legitimacy can be achieved is
dependent on how widely the moral values in question are
held. For example, privacy looks set to be a field of
contention for Big Data companies. The collection of data
from individuals, and the usage of that data for microtargeted advertising, is likely to constitute a challenge to
companies’ moral legitimacy.

Legitimacy recovery
Suddaby et al.23 show that organisations can adopt three
main strategies to recover their legitimacy:
–

Conforming: organisations adopt the characteristics,
practices and forms imposed by regulations,
standards, or norms.

–

Decoupling: organisations superficially conform to
appear legitimate as a means of buffering and
protecting their core economic or technical activities.

–

Performing: organisations demonstrate
technical superiority over the alternatives.

their

Conclusion
Big Data is a potentially valuable resource that
organisations must learn to handle with care and skill. We
began by noting that Big Data is often referred to as the
‘new oil’ of organisations; however, there is little
discussion of its ability to disrupt or enhance the legitimacy
of corporations. We suggest that organisations need to
invent new strategies for rescue or recovery if they seek to
re-establish their legitimacy following a Big Data ‘crisis’.
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